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Abstract. In Workflow Management Systems (WFMSs) safety of execution is a main need of more and more business processes and transactional workflows are real needs inside enterprizes. In previous works,
transactional models consider mainly atomicity as the main issue regarding long term transactions. It rarely consider the fact that many
processes may run concurrently and thus access and update the same
data. Usually, the main isolation item is the data on which we apply
locking approaches and this attitude don’t worry about process dimension. In this work we study more precisely what are the real isolation
needs in workflow environment. To realize these needs, we define ”Isolation Spheres” inspired from ”spheres of control” proposed by C. T.
Davies to make a separation of concerns between workflow design and
transactional properties specification.
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Introduction

Defining the transactional requirements of business processes is still an issue in
today workflow models and systems. This is even more critical when the complexity of the process increases. It is the case for instance with cooperative process or with distributed and composed e-services. Today’s models consider the
relationship between transactional properties and processes as something very
monolithic. A process is considered as a long term atomic transaction and an activity is considered as a short term transaction. In the workflow terminology, that
means that a process is controlled by some kind of advanced transaction model
that ensure either that the process terminates or that it can be compensated. The
other assumption is that activities can be implemented as short term database
transactions. This has an impact on the way processes and activities are defined
and it requires that business process designer have some in-depth knowledge of
transactional requirements. Moreover these models consider mainly atomicity
as the main issue regarding long term transactions. It rarely considers the fact
that many processes may run concurrently and thus access and update the same
data. Some work has been done on this topic in a recent past (contracts/coo)
but it has never been generalized to process.

In this paper we try to consider processes as the concurrent execution of sets
of activities that may have different requirements regarding isolation. Usually,
isolation in workflow systems is performed by the database system of WFMS.
Databases use ANSI SQL isolation levels to define isolation requirements of a
transaction on some data items. The problem is that workflow isolation requirements cannot always be satisfied by a database system. Contrary to database
transactions, workflow transactions are defined and organized throw a process.
At design time, we know exactly what are possible concurrent transactions and
we want to make it possible to allow a transaction to adopt different isolation
levels depending on concurrent transactions. This need appears when an activity requires an isolation level to access some data and many activities become
unable to access or modify this data even if some of them don’t really affect
the transaction’s correctness or the consistency of data. The way we choose to
tackle this problem consists in separating concern between the process definition
and its transactional requirements. We consider that a process must be defined
independently of the transactional properties that we need to ensure. The process definition depends on the actual user activities and should reflect the actual
company organization. Transactions reflects technical and consistency requirements and should not impact on this definition. To perform that, we inspire
ourselves from the sphere of control approach proposed by C. T. Davies in [6] in
1978. This approach has been reused in 2001 to produce atomicity spheres in [4]
to perform customizable atomicity specification in transactional workflow. We
use the same approach to define isolation spheres to allow customizable isolation
specification.
In the following sections of the paper, we study isolation needs in database
world already applied to workflow processes. Next we try to specify transactional workflow isolation requirements. Finally we develop our approach based
on isolation spheres to allow customizable isolation in transactional workflow.
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Isolation needs in transactional workflow

Isolation is an important and difficult problem as it requires to consider access
to data during process and activities execution. It requires to study data manipulation by process, activities and/or sets of activities. It requires also to take
into account the fact that long term process execution cannot require locking of
whole set of data for all its duration. The requirements regarding these data can
be far more complex. Isolation levels in flat transactions has been recognized in
ANSI SQL specification [1] where the user can choose between 4 different isolation levels : (READ UNCOMMITTED, READ COMMITTED, REPEATABLE
READ, SERIALIZABLE) to prevent phenomena like dirty read, fuzzy read or
phantom problems as described in the table below. Dirty read problem occurs
when a transaction reads an uncommitted data rollbacked later. Non repeatable
or fuzzy read problem occurs when a transaction reads a data two time and
retrieve two different values. Phantom problem occurs when a transaction reads

a set of data satisfying some search condition and then repeats its read with the
same search condition, it gets a different set of data items.

Table 1. SQL isolation levels defined in terms of the three phenomena

WFMS and Databases don’t refers to the same requirements. Workflow processes are based on a controlled flow of tasks but this control is not sufficient to
ensure correct execution and don’t prevent from lack of consistency. This is due
to workflow data visibility that is a paramount way to distribute access to data
in a workflow process but also a real source of concurrency access. In the next
section, we expose isolation needs in workflow processes and what is important
to do in the case of activities groups.
2.1

Isolation needs in WFMS

Data accessed during a process execution are heterogeneous. They consists in
documents, folders, cases data, local data, database system data and/or data
obtain from external sources. Access control on these data may be very different
and may have different kind of impact on the level of isolation that can be obtain. Moreover access to these data can be controlled by automatic activities or
by users themselves. The level of control differs also in these two cases. Execution of automatic programs can be anticipated. User action cannot. We need to
take all these parameters in account to study isolation requirements in workflow
processes.
Based on previous conclusions, we need to introduce new elements in the
isolation levels use performed by the transactional workflow designer. These
elements are the cohesion and the coherence on a group of activities. In the
following, we describe these new workflow isolation behaviors
One of the needs of transactional workflow is the control of the cohesion of
data used in a group of activities (collaborative work, distributed or composed
E-services, ). The solution used nowadays to ensure this cohesion of data for
groups of activities is to create only one transaction imbricating all the others.
Admittedly this approach makes it possible to ensure such a cohesion but has a
major impact on the competition of access since it calls upon bolts in writing.
A second need is that of the coherence of the data. Indeed, the fact of allowing external activities with a group of reading certain data written by activities

of that Ci can cause certain inconsistencies outside the group. It is for that that
a control of the visibility of the data written by the activities of a group must
be assured.
Related works were made in [7] to support partial isolation in flat transactions
but it was made without a real separation of concerns. In the reality, relativity
and extension of isolation are merged to express customizable requirements.
These requirements are usually influenced by the requirements of each activity
and the pertinence of the isolation is more and more crucial depending on the
type of used data and its visibility in the workflow. In the next section, we
introduce a new approach based on ”isolation spheres” to take into account
workflow isolation needs expressed in this paper.
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Our approach : Isolation Spheres

In the last few years, some works has been inspired from the sphere of control
proposed by Davies [6] to enhance expressivity of transactional properties, especially in [4] where the notion of atomicity sphere has been developed to allow
more customizable atomicity in transactional workflow. A sphere of atomicity
is a group of activities on which we apply the transactional property of atomicity. In our work, we inspire from this sphere of control approach and we define
”spheres of isolation”. A sphere of isolation will allow us to generalize isolation
in the context of a workflow system. An isolation sphere allows the inside group
of activities to be isolated from concurrent outside activities. The level of isolation is defined by the sphere. two kind of constraints are defined by the sphere
: Coherence and Cohesion.
An isolation sphere controls the access to some data giving some privileges
to a set of activities and some others to the rest of workflow activities depending
on the execution evolution inside the set.
An isolation sphere represents a set of activities in concurrency working on
some data. All or a part of this data represents the isolation data (data concerned
by isolation on which necessary locks need to be applied). To perform cohesion
and coherence of this data, we introduce some cohesion levels and some coherence
levels :
Read Uncommitted : if an activity of the sphere reads a data, it can read
only the last value written before the starting of the sphere or a value written by
an activity of the sphere. Thus, the group of activities constituting the sphere
starts from the same value.
Read Committed : if an activity of the sphere reads a data then it can
read only the last validated value written before the starting of the sphere or
a value written by an activity of the sphere.
Repeatable Read : As the Read Committed except that it is also concluded
that the value of the data is not modified by an external activity as long as the
sphere did not finish its execution yet. The end of the execution of a sphere
occurs when all its activities finished their execution.

Srialisable: emulate an execution in series of the activities of the sphere with
outside ones. This level makes it possible to ensure a serialisability between the
sphere and the rest of the process but does not ensure it between the activities
of the sphere.
To ensure Coherence, some coherence levels are defined in the following :
Atomic coherence : All the values of a data written by the activities of
the sphere are visible outside of the sphere.
Selective coherence : Only the validated values written by the activities
of the sphere are visible outside of the sphere.
Total coherence : Only the last validated value written by an activity of
the sphere is visible outside of the sphere.
Imbrication of isolation spheres is possible throw imbrication of sets of activities. Imbrication is a powerful way to express more possibilities in isolation
behavior. While isolation levels can be relative to a part of the process, we can
generate isolation behavior dependent on execution progress due to isolation
relativity over sphere imbrication.
The power of isolation spheres is the simplicity of interpretation : an isolation sphere is represented as a group of activities that need to be isolated from
external activities and don’t worry about internal concurrency (concurrency between activities of the group). Internal isolation, if needed, can be performed by
imbricated isolation spheres. So the work performed by the workflow designer to
specify isolation requirements is simplified.
This isolation sphere based transactional workflow take account of more possibilities to customize isolation and introduce more flexibility in isolation behavior. But isolation levels defined in the ANSI SQL specification have been
criticized in [3] due to the lack of clarity in the interpretation of these isolation
levels and the lack of response to some phenomena other then dirty read, fuzzy
read and phantom. Since that, ANSI SQL specification has changed to be SQL
3 but without changes in isolation levels. Non SQL isolation levels have been
proposed as cursor stability isolation or snapshot isolation. We need to study
the impact of using these isolation approaches on the isolation sphere definition.
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Conclusion and perspectives

In this paper, we have focussed on isolation in transactional workflow. Existing
approaches use techniques of isolation adapted to databases and this practise
is not really adapted to workflow context. A specific adaptation of isolation
techniques to transactional workflow increases expressivity in term of isolation
and allow process to get rid of long blocking due to database isolation methods.
Our study of the problem revealed two main isolation functionalities to make
part of the transactional workflow possibilities : Cohesion to make possible the
activities of a group to start working from the same values of data and become
unified along the sphere execution, and Coherence to make it possible to control
the delivery of data values to external activities. Our approach to make these

two functionalities possible is based on ”Isolation Spheres” inspired from Sphere
of control introduced by C. T. Davies.
This work need to be continued referring to many aspects : the relation between isolation spheres declaration and the control flow of the workflow process,
the correctness of imbricating spheres and the flexibility criterion that we need
to find to ensure that a transaction will be performed with less blocking then
before. Also an implementation of ”isolation sphere” functionalities need to be
performed in a WFMS to validate the feasibility of this work.
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